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Managing the tension between being clear and being blunt is not easy

v Clear = being easy to perceive, understand 
or interpret

v Blunt = being uncompromisingly forthright

Know how storylines work

Tailor your tone to suit your audience

Order your introduction to create the 
right emphasis

Learn more …

Getting to the point quickly without being blunt
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Know how storylines work

Tailor your tone to suit your audience

Order your introduction to create the 
right emphasis

Learn more …

Getting to the point quickly without being blunt

We are accustomed to being taken on a ‘journey’

?
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We are also accustomed to the ‘stream of 
consciousness’

What’s going on here?
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Synthesising ideas into one crisp point is possible 
regardless of complexity

For more information: Barbara Minto, ‘The Pyramid Principle’, 
Stanley and Castles, ‘The So What Strategy’

How is this different?

ü ‘So What’ is unmissable

ü Audience can skim main points 
quickly

ü Easy to navigate
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Megastore memo was structured using a storyline

The jury is out, the financial press is not describing 
MegaStore.com‘s strategy as a success

Past performance 
poor

Online 
sales low 
compared 
with current 
MegaStore
outlets

Traffic low 
compared 
with Sears. 
com and 
JCPenney.
com 

Need for 
customer 
loyalty 
program

Need to 
integrate 
site with 
stores

Current initiatives 
unproven

Major customer and 
integration issues 
remain unaddressed

Spin-off 
good 
for pricing 
and talent 
but effects 
not yet clear

New CEO 
but too 
early to tell 
if she will 
succeed

Site due 
for re-
launch but 
unclear if 
that will 
succeed

Context Last week you asked me to complete a press review to find out whether the financial 
press thought MegaStore.com’s strategy was a success

Trigger I've now completed that review scanning the financial press coverage of MegaStore.com 
for the past 3 months

Question What did you discover?

?

3 
Sh

are

1 Start

2 Structure

Answer

?

We recommend taking three steps to think and communicate 
clearly at work
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The process works for complex pieces of communication too

Know how storylines work

Tailor your tone to suit your audience

Order your introduction to create the 
right emphasis

Learn more …

Getting to the point quickly without being blunt
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Purpose
� I want my audience to …

Audience
� Decision makers, 

influencers, others

Format
� Pack, paper, email, verbal, 

meeting, etc.

Dates
� Sign offs, delivery

3 
Sh

are

1 Start
2 Structure

Answer

?

Purpose
� I want my audience to …

Audience
� Decision makers, 

influencers, others

Format
� Pack, paper, email, verbal, 

meeting, etc.

Dates
� Sign offs, delivery

3 
Sh

are

1 Start
2 Structure

Answer

?

Three steps to thinking and communicating clearly at work

1. Presenting to the board of a local 
community organization owns 
and runs a performing arts venue

2. Have some tough news
3. Audience deeply committed to 

the organization and community

Let’s use a scenario
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Understand your audience DEEPLY

? vWhat content do they need from you?

vWhat style will engage them best?

vWho is your audience?

Who are they?
v Accountant
v Drama teacher
v Choreographer
v School principal
v Volunteer organiser

How influential are they?
v Decision maker?
v Influencer?
v Others?

Who is your audience?
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What content do they need from you?

v Are they interested in your proposition 
at all?

v What do they know already about you 
and your idea?

v Are they for or against your 
proposition?

v What will persuade them to do what 
you want them to do?

v What keeps them up at night thinking 
about your issue?

What style will engage them best?

Analytical
All of the detail

Provide pros, cons
Pre-circulate
Be precise & 

thorough

Driver
Action plan

Top priorities only
Stick to facts

Be short & clear

Amiable
Anecdotes

Human aspect
Big picture

Helpful tone
Use ‘we & us’

Expressive
Big picture
New ideas

Energy
Keep it short
Make it fun
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Know how storylines work

Tailor your tone to suit your audience

Order your introduction to create the 
right emphasis

Learn more …

Getting to the point quickly without being blunt

Clarify Background
� Context – agreed starting point
� Trigger – what changed
� Question – why, how or what?  

Articulate So What
� Powerful
� < 25 words

Map out logical supports
� Review with peers
� Test with stakeholders
� Iterate and refine until agreed

Check logic

3 
Sh

are

1 Start

2 Structure

Answer

?

Clarify Background
� Context – agreed starting point
� Trigger – what changed
� Question – why, how or what?  

Articulate So What
� Powerful
� < 25 words

Map out logical supports
� Review with peers
� Test with stakeholders
� Iterate and refine until agreed

Check logic

3 
Sh

are

1 Start

2 Structure

Answer

?

Three steps to thinking and communicating clearly at work
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Choose language that suits your audience style

Context – Trigger – So What
We built Art Hall to provide a venue for local performing arts productions performed by local 
drama clubs, schools and community groups.  Recently, though, the Hall has sponsored 
visiting productions, many of which did not cover their costs, which has led to a world of 
trouble, threatening our ability to continue supporting our local performing arts community. 
As a result, sadly, the Board needs to consider whether it can continue to sponsor visiting 
productions.

Personal, 
specific

Context – Trigger – So What
Art Hall was originally built to provide a venue for local performing arts productions.  
Recently, it has taken on an additional role as impresario for the city, and sponsored a 
number of large visiting productions, seven of which did not cover their costs.  This has 
placed the Hall under mounting financial pressure. The Board should seriously consider 
whether it can continue to play this role.

Context – Trigger – So What
Sponsoring visiting productions is not what Art Hall was designed for, and is sending us 
broke. We must stop sponsoring these productions now so we don’t put local shows at risk.

Blunt

Context – Trigger – So What
Art Hall was built as a venue for local performing arts productions.  Recently, it has 
sponsored 20 visiting productions, seven of which did not cover their costs, which is placing 
the Hall under financial pressure. The Board needs to consider whether it can continue 
sponsoring large visiting productions.

Business-like

Formal, 
sophisticated

Order your introduction to suit your desired tone

Context – Trigger – So What
Sponsoring visiting productions is not what Art Hall was 
designed for, and is sending us broke. We must stop sponsoring 
these productions now so we remain viable.

Blunt

So What – Context – Trigger 
We must stop sponsoring visiting productions immediately to 
remain viable. Sponsoring these productions is not what Art Hall 
was designed to do, and is sending us broke. 

Blunt-er

Trigger – So What – Context
Sponsoring visiting productions is sending us broke and must 
stop now if we are to remain viable. Sponsoring these 
productions is not what Art Hall was designed for.

Blunt-est
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Order your introduction to suit your desired tone

Context – Trigger – So What
Art Hall was built as a venue for local performances.  Recently, however, it has 
sponsored 20 visiting productions, seven of which did not cover their costs.  This 
is placing the Hall under financial pressure. The Board should consider whether 
it can continue sponsoring these visiting productions while also supporting local 
performances.

Trigger – Context – So What
During the last year, Art Hall lost money on seven of the 20 visiting productions it 
sponsored. Originally built as a home for local performances, sponsoring larger 
visiting productions has placed it under financial pressure.  It is time for the 
Board to consider whether it can afford to continue sponsoring visiting 
productions while continuing to support local performances.

So What – Context – Trigger
The Board must consider discontinuing Art Hall’s sponsorship of visiting 
productions. Originally built as a home for local performances, Art Hall has 
recently sponsored a number of visiting productions.  However, seven out of 20 
of these productions lost money, placing the Hall under financial pressure. 

Straight 
forward, 

calm

Creates a 
sense of 
urgency

Direct, no 
nonsense

Clarify Background
� Context – agreed starting point
� Trigger – what changed
� Question – why, how or what?  

Articulate So What
� Powerful
� < 25 words

Map out logical supports
� Review with peers
� Test with stakeholders
� Iterate and refine until agreed

Check logic

3 
Sh

are

1 Start

2 Structure

Answer

?
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3 
Sh

are

1 Start
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Three steps to thinking and communicating clearly at work
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Address X with A Address Y with B Address Z with C

We have a sound 
plan

?

We 
understand 
the problem / 
opportunity

We have 
have a great 
solution

We can 
deliver

We can 
manage the 
risks

Implement our 
great idea

Overall we’re on 
track

We have 
completed X We have started Y

We have a clear 
pathway to deliver 
remaining tasks on 
time

Action Jackson
For action plans

The Pitch
For proposals and 
recommendations

Traffic Light
For updates and 
compliance 
stories

Our ‘Top 3’ grouping patterns from The So What Strategy

?

?

Close the Gap
For improvement 
recommendations

Houston, we have a problem
For explaining how to solve a 
problem

To B or not to B
For explaining which 
option is best

We need close the gap 
to ensure we succeed

Success requires 
us to meet XYZ 
criteria

However, do not 
meet all of the 
necessary criteria

Therefore, we 
must do X to close 
the gap

Face a problem X is cause Therefore fix X

Need to 
fix X to solve Y

We have explored 
three options to 
solve problem X

Option B is the 
best way to solve 
problem X

Therefore 
implement option 
B

Implement Option B to solve 
problem X 

We have been 
going well doing 
X, Y and Z

But A, B & C critical 
issues are emerging 
that we must address

Therefore address 
emerging issues

Need to address emerging issues to 
ensure ongoing success Watch out!

To counter emerging risks

Our ’Top 4’ deductive patterns from The So What Strategy
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Package it
� Email
� Prose
� Pack

Communicate it
� Clearly
� Powerfully

Get feedback
� So you can continuously 

improve

3 
Sh

are

1 Start
2 Structure

Answer

?
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Three steps to thinking and communicating clearly at work

Know how storylines work

Tailor your tone to suit your audience

Order your introduction to create the 
right emphasis

Learn more …

Getting to the point quickly without being blunt
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1. Introduce Clarity First Coaching Program
2. Answer questions

Next steps

1. Explore Clarity First
2. Ask questions

Learn more

v Runs from 23 March to 15 June
v Offers a small group, live coaching 

experience supported by 
independent practice and 
collaboration

v Helps build real skill by learning 
and applying concepts in small 
chunks over three months

v Offers flexibility: If you miss a class, 
we record so you can watch later 

Clarity First Group Coaching Program

Book a call 
http://calendly.com/davinastanley☏
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v Clarity Concepts course $299

v So What Strategy $29

v 6 x 1.5 hour group coaching 
sessions plus recordings plus 
bonus MasterClass

v Regular challenges & feedback

v 1 individual coaching session $600

v Email feedback from me 

v Network of like-minded people

Clarity First is great value at $2,450 even without bonuses

Book a call 
http://calendly.com/davinastanley☏

If you join up
v Clarity Cases $90
v Friday Five $75
v 300 image PowerPoint library $45
v Mastering Templates module $30
v Pip’s coaching recording $50

If you don’t
v Clarity Basics $49

Call before 1 March to receive $290 of bonuses

Book a call 
http://calendly.com/davinastanley☏
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Some ways to learn more about clarity.

• PowerPoint templates for storylining. Visit 
http://claritycollege.co and navigate to the Courses tab to 
download our templates pack.

• The Big Idea newsletter. This occasional newsletter is full 
of case studies and ideas to help you put storylining into 
practice. Visit http://claritycollege.co/secret to sign up. 

• The So What Strategy. Our book offers seven of the most 
commonly used storyline patterns in business as well as 
practical discussions of how each has been used. Visit 
http://sowhatstrategy.com to learn more.

• Our blog. Although sporadic ‘bloggers’ there is a treasure 
trove of material here that you can trawl through, including 
case studies, ideas for making clarity stick, and more. Visit 
http://claritycollege.co/blog to learn more.

• Say it with Charts. This practical book by Gene Zelazny
offers a framework to help you identify what sort of image 
will best represent your message when preparing 
PowerPoint charts. It is available on http://amazon.com

• Problem Solving 101. This excellent book by Ken 
Watanabe offers a simple and fun explanation of top tier 
management consulting problem solving techniques. 
Originally designed for Japanese school children, it is now 
an international best seller available on http://amazon.com

Resources


